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Hardaway Jr.: 'Touching' to teach kids in Ann Arbor 

By Mark Snyder 

Former Wolverine returned to Michigan to host a 3-day basketball camp at Saline Middle School 

When Tim Hardaway Jr. was growing up, he operated like most basketball-loving kids, trying to attend 

camps all summer. 

While he had an advantage because some of them were run by his dad, NBA player Tim Hardaway, in 

the elder's native Chicago and college at Texas-El Paso, he also attended others on his own, including 

Michael Finley's camp in Chicago and ones at the University of Miami in his hometown. 

So that made it a bit surreal Tuesday when Hardaway Jr. was at his own camp at Saline Middle School, as 

the NBA player. 

"It's weird because you see how kids were when you were that age, asking my dad and Michael Finley 

questions and looking at them (thinking) does this kid watch basketball?" Hardaway Jr., the former 

Michigan star, said Tuesday during a break from his three-day event run by ISG Camps. "It's fun because 

they want to know and want to learn. That's why I'm out here, too." 

While Hardaway helped on the court, he also took time to take questions from kids in small groups and 

those were all over the place from "Coke or Pepsi" to when he could first dunk. 

While many NBA players host a camp and some just make a brief appearance, lending their name, 

Hardaway was in the mix with them and glad it was in the Ann Arbor area. 

"You've always got to come back to what got you to be a professional athlete so, what got me there was 

playing at Michigan, the fans and seeing kids everywhere wearing the jersey that you wore," he said. "It 

means a lot and when you have kids sitting down and asking questions what you miss about Michigan, 

it's touching." 

This is a return trip for Hardaway, who spent three weeks earlier this summer working out in Ann Arbor 

with U-M strength coach Jon Sanderson, part of a small alumni group of him, Nik Stauskas and Jordan 

Morgan. 

"A lot of Olympic lifting," said Hardaway, whose intended time in Ann Arbor was cut short when he was 

traded from the New York Knicks to the Atlanta Hawks and had to adjust to his new team and city. "He's 

a big motivator, he loves it when the guys come back and that's what excites him." 

That gave him some time with the current Wolverines as well. 

"Everybody knows what Caris (LeVert), everybody knows what Derrick Walton, Zak Irvin, everybody 

knows what they can do," he said. "I think the X-factor will be the bigs, Ricky Doyle and Mark Donnal, 

seeing them go up and down, head to head. Those guys are monsters right now and they just need to 

keep that intensity up throughout the entire season and we'll be fine." 

As part of the 2013 Wolverines who reached the national title game, Hardaway understands what they'll 

need for a big leap. 



 

 

 

"Guys on the team have to sacrifice," Hardaway said. "That's what we did when we were here, we 

sacrificed. It wasn't that much going out. It was more focused in on having that pro mindset and 

mentality and that dependability for one another and not letting anybody off the hook." 


